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Eyetracking is a very powerful consumer research technique that can help you design engaging
experience through effectively capturing user attention. On the other hand, it is an often misunderstood
technique. Many are lured by the “sexiness” associated with heatmaps and glaze plots and misapplied the
technique – getting lots of data but no actionable insight. Some avoid eyetracking altogether because of
perceived complexity of the technique.
So, should we apply eyetracking or not?
If so, how to apply it the right way to improve user experience?
Having set up eBay’s eyetracking lab and conducted extensive eyetracking research to improve
advertising, homepage, content strategy, and visual design, I’ve developed eyetracking guidelines and
trained professionals in applying it. I also published professional papers on this topic. Based on the
experience, here’s a quick how-to guide of eyetracking.

What Is Eyetracking?
Simply put, eyetracking is a technique to help us understand users’ visual attention, answering questions
such as how to write content to attract attention, how to make information discovery easy, and how to
engage and excite users. In doing so it collects information such as gaze plot – the journey users’ eyes
travel to reach a target, time needed to find a target, fixation point – what screen regions capture user
attention and for how long, and heatmap – the aggregation of how much attention a group of users pay
to different regions of the user interface.
The screens below show some examples of how eyetracking data are captured:
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Why Eyetracking?
Many might ask, we do usability testing all the time – what eyetracking can offer that cannot be achieved
through conventional usability testing?
Well, usability studies cannot tell you how users spontaneously pay attention. Here’re the three reasons.
Reason 1. You can’t directly observe what people are looking at
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In a traditional usability study, you rely on two key techniques: observing user behavior and asking
questions. For user behaviors that are visual in nature – looking at the screen without typing or using the
mouse – you won’t know what people are paying attention to.
Reason 2. People cannot tell what they look at
What about just asking users what attract their attention? Problem is, people are very, very bad at
remembering what they look at. In my eyetracking studies, what people told me that they looked at were
often different from what they actually looked at. Why? Because visual attention is a very spontaneous
and nearly subconscious mental process.
Below is an example: Where this user looked at the ads at the bottom of the page, he later had no
recollection of ever seeing them. This tells you that a big part of visual attention is subconscious.

Reason 3. Think-aloud disrupts visual attention
Conventional usability studies depend heavily on the so-called “think-aloud protocol”, asking participants
to tell us whatever that comes through their mind as they perform tasks. However, thinking aloud is not
natural – you won’t talk aloud when you read a webpage, would you? This means asking participants to
think aloud interferes with the way they naturally look at things.
Given the limitation of conventional usability studies, eyetracking is the only way to really understand
users’ visual attention.
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Areas of Application
Below are areas specifically suited for eyetracking research – all closely related to attracting and guiding
user attention:
Homepage – Designing homepage to direct user attention to areas what we want them to look at.
Landing page – Grabbing user attention instantly when they visit a landing page via organic search or
paid ads.
Search – Designing effective search results page to let users quickly find information they seek.
Ads – Creating ads format that gets user attention.
Marketing – Designing Web and mobile promotions that engage users.
Content – Improving copywriting and visual presentation of articles, user reviews, educational materials,
and so on, to enhance readability of content.
Navigation – Making it easy for users to find their way around a website or mobile app.
To summarize, all areas of user experience where visual attention is heavily involved and where you can’t
know what’s going by just observing clicking and typing can benefit from eyetracking research.

Eyetracking + Conventional Usability Study = Complete Insight
Whereas eyetracking is the best way to understand visual attention, one thing to keep in mind is that eye
tracking data alone are hard to interpret.
For instance, users pay a lot attention to one area of the screen – reflected as a “warm” spot in a heatmap
or a large fixation point in a gaze plot. But what does it mean? It can either be interpreted as this area is
quite engaging or this area confuses users so that they’re trying to figure out what it’s all about. Therefore
in order to get a complete picture of user experience, eye tracking data should be complemented with
traditional usability study.

Step-by-Step Procedure
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Below is an approach I have used in most of my eyetracking research. Typically, instead of running a
stand-alone eye tracking session, I include both an eyetracking component – as the first part of the study
– and a conventional usability study component – as the second part of the study. To avoid bias and
collect clean eye tracking data without the influence of moderation and learning, the eye tracking part
should always precede the conventional usability part.
Part 1 – eyetracking and uninterrupted tasks
With eyetracker turned on and tracking eye movement, we ask users to perform tasks with no
moderation, which means no think aloud, no questions from the moderator, and no assistance provided if
they get stuck.
Purpose: We want to get unbiased, clean visual attention data by asking users to do the tasks in the most
natural way possible. This gives us a clear picture of “what” drive user attention.
Key to success: Make sure you set up the tasks in the most natural way possible, meaning you use a live
site/mobile app if possible, you create tasks that users would naturally do, and avoid interrupting users in
any way.
Part 2 – conventional usability testing, repeating tasks in Part 1
Ask users to perform same tasks as those in Part 1 but with different stimuli (e.g., asking users to buy an
item than Part 1), this time without eyetracking and this time we ask them to everything that’s typical of a
usability study – they should think aloud, we can lend help if they encounter problems, we can choose to
probe when observing interesting behavior, we can ask them to elaborate what made them say “wow” or
“sucks”, etc.
Purpose: By asking users to perform similar tasks as Part 1 but with additional insight in the form of user
comments, we can understand “why” users look at the screen the way captured by eyetracking.
Key to success: Given that this part is designed to get in-depth insight into why users behave in certain
ways, make sure to ask probing questions based on your hypotheses and based on observed user
hesitation and confusion.
The above are the two main steps in my studies. Of course you can add other components such as warmup questions, background demographic questions, and post-task questionnaires as you wish. But the
above are the corner stone of the eyetracking study.

How to Interpret Data?
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Quantitative analysis
There are various ways to interpret eye tracking information. Conventionally eye tracking data are
analyzed quantitatively by aggregating data across a large sample of participants for each task. The
“heatmap” that we saw from many eye tracking studies is an example of the quantitative data. The
quantitative data can help us understand how much attention various screen regions attract user
attention, but do not lend us insight about the process of how users discover information on the page.
Qualitative analysis
On the other hand, eye tracking data can be analyzed qualitatively one participant at a time on a task by
task basis, much like how we analyze data for ethnographic research and one-to-one interviews. The
qualitative data, when cross-referenced with think aloud protocol and observation of behavior that come
from Part 2 of the procedure outlined above, can provide rich insight into users’ visual process of
information discovery.
Best approach: Holistic analysis
Like every other type of research & analysis, a holistic approach is always the ultimate approach to get the
right insight. Eyetracking is no exception. By combining quantitative and qualitative eyetracking data from
Part 1 and cross reference with findings from Part 2, you can get really great insight!
Case Study: From one of the studies I conducted, the eye movement of a user suggested that her eyes
travelled long distances, jumping from the top of the screen to the bottom, and ignored all the page content
in between. To understand what drove this kind of behavior, it was not just enough to look at the
eyetracking data alone. From her verbal comments, I learned that she explored this web page based on such
an approach – she tried to calibrate how much content was there on the page before diving into any
particular details and therefore she looked at the top of the screen and then immediately jumped to the
bottom. In so doing she got a sense of what was there on the screen. That feedback, as combined with the
eyetracking behavior, let me have a clear understanding of what she was trying to do when exposed to the
page the first time. The same visual search pattern also emerged from other participants in the study. Here,
the eyetracking data did not come from a large sample size and did not present itself as a heatmap, which is
only meaningful if the data comes from at least 20 plus participants. On the other hand, by synthesizing
eyetracking and think aloud protocol data across just 10 participants, I had a rather robust understanding of
the typical visual search pattern around this type of web design.

Case Study: How to Present Information to Engage Users?
Below are a few examples of what we learned in the past in terms of effectively driving user attention.
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Using pictures to help users browse
A picture is worth a thousand words. We intuitively knew it’s true, but eyetracking data took our
understanding to the next level. As revealed in the screen below, well-aligned, cleanly presented pictures
of merchandise attract user attention. Coupled with clearly presented price and prominently presented
Calls to Actions (the orange buttons), this user had little trouble quickly scanning the items and found one
that interested him, and found the button which he clicked to proceed to checkout.
You’ll find that the user’s attention jumps from these key visual elements while ignoring the rest of the
screen. The lesson: de-clutter the screen and highlight key information with compelling visual
presentation to drive conversion.
On the other hand, we’ve found that images that are artistically rendered so that it doesn’t look like a real
object would not work – if any thing, users perceive these images as banner ads and henceforth ignore
them. That’s a well-documented phenomenon called “banner blindness”.
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Don’t worry about distance – visual attention can quickly cover the entire screen
The example below adds more to our understanding of how to design UI. It turns out that one’s visual
attention can easily jump from one visual anchor (pictures or headings) to another, regardless of the
distance between two points. This lends us an important insight: You don’t need to place two items next
to each other for users to go from one to the other – you just need to use easily detectable visual anchors
to guide user attention, and it’s fine if the two points are far apart on the screen.
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Use prominent headings to help users find information
The screen below shows the importance of headings. Users don’t read text right away – they scan the
headings, and after they find a heading interesting, they start spending the time to read. As illustrated
below, this user quickly scanned much of the content by going from one heading to another (the Orange
text), before identifying the right information through the headings and spending time to read the text at
the bottom of the screen.
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Concrete pictorial representation grabs user attention
Not all graphics attract user attention – only pictures of concrete items do. On the graph to the left below,
users didn’t pay attention to the bottom half of the screen, filled with abstract graphics. In contrast, on the
right graph, users looked at the bottom of the screen, filled with pictures of merchandise.
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Best Approach: Use Eyetracking as Add-On to Conventional Usability Studies
Eyetracking is a powerful yet not well understood research technique. When applied correctly, through
careful planning and identifying the right areas of application, it generates great user insight to help us
design a more engaging experience – far more effective than using conventional usability testing alone.
The best way to apply eyetracking: Whereas you can certainly conduct a stand-alone eyetracking study,
through many trials and errors, I came to the conclusion that the best way is to apply eyetracking as a
standard add-on to usability studies: By combining the two, you get that extra piece of insight from
eyetracking that would help you create a more engaging user experience than competitors.

Need help with improving user experience? We’d love to help
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Or visit: http://www.uxstrategized.com/contact/

ABOUT
UX Strategized LLC
We are a boutique customer research, strategy, and design consulting firm based in San Francisco bay
area. Leveraging award-winning experience and proprietary techniques, we provide end-to-end product
strategy, customer research, and UX design support to leading companies. Below is a partial list of
companies we have helped:
•

eBay

•

Yahoo!

•

Cisco

•

StubHub

•

PayPal

•

IMVU

•

Motorola

We helped these companies achieve significant improvements in the following areas:
•

User experience strategy

•

New product concept

•

Lean UX design & testing

•

Mobile strategy and design

•

Marketing strategy and messaging

•

Online advertising effectiveness

•

UX-driven KPIs

•

Customer experience strategy

•

Usability and conversion
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